
Smart Lighting Management
System



Smart City
Applications
The urban population in

Cyprus is expected to grow

8.2% by the year 2030.

The rapid increase in the

number of people residing

in the urban areas is going

to amplify the problems

the residents are already

facing.

Municipalities face the

challenge of maintaining the

quality of life of their

residents, in spite of the

decreasing availability of

resources such as space and

the increasing pollution,

traffic congestion and

criminality.



Smart Lighting
Management
System
Problem

Our Solution
Our solution includes the use of IoT

Hardware and Software, all

to better save energy and provide data

to efficiently manage the resources

spent.

Our system allows remote lighting

management and the real time 

monitoring and programming of public

lighting operation.

Furthermore, our management

software provides a holistic approach

to lighting infrastructure and allows

maintenance and inventory

management.

The high consumption of electricity

means high level of noxious

emissions.  

There are multiple difficulties with

the maintenance of the lighting

system.  One example is the

unknown information of when a

component of streetlight is

damaged and needs repair or

replacement.

The problem of maintaining a high

lighting quality is its high cost.  

There are solutions to these problems,

however, they only fix the problems

individually and not the system.



Monitoring and controlling the public

lighting infrastructure, the system

detects consumption irregularities and

operational malfunctions, as well as

creating consumption and savings

reports.  

The system is mostly helpful to

managers.  It is used when preparing

inventories and during preventative and

corrective maintenance.

Not only does the solution guarantee

energy efficiency, it is also key to public

and traffic safety.

How does the
system work?

Consumption reports, level of service,

billing deviations and savings.

The System 

Instantly know all the data of your

service

Control and monitor your equipment. 

 The data is collected every 5 seconds.

Real time decision making

Real time consumption monitoring,

operation programming of public

lighting and incident warning.

Remotely manage each luminaire

Asset management with geographical

positioning and key parameters.

Easy & flexible system

Can be used independently through an

app or phone call with its SaaS mode.

Data Analysis



The lighting operators are able to

enjoy easier maintenance works as

they have real time information

related to all their lighting assets. 

 They are able to plan workflows and

work against consumption deviations

and incidents.

How do you
benefit?

The city administrators can achieve a

double challenge:  having a bright & a

safe city while saving money and

achieving sustainability goals.

The citizens are able to enjoy a more

environmentally responsible &

comfortable lighting, which can also

constribute to their safety.

The providers and service companies

are able to give your customer a

much better service level, minimizing

incidents, giving detailed

information and contributing to

energy optimisation.



Our Smart City Solutions

Smart Waste

Management System

Smart Lighting

Management System

Environmental Sensors

Smart Parking

Management System

Contact us:

sales@inntenet.com

+357 22013796

https://inntenet.com/


